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This Fifth Edition of OCEANOGRAPHY conveys Garrison's enthusiasm for oceanography to

non-science students and concentrates on maximizing student learning. Garrison brings focus and

excitement to students' natural appreciation of the complexities of the ocean with integrated

technology and a stunning visual program. Drawing on his more than thirty years of teaching

experience, Garrison is intent on writing for how students learn best: he is the only oceanography

author to consistently consult students about each new edition and incorporate their suggestions,

creating a dynamic, current student focus. He provides students with a basic understanding of the

scientific questions, complexities, and uncertainties involved in ocean use and the role and

importance of the ocean in nurturing and sustaining life on the planet. Also, with a feel for students'

excitement at discovering connections, Garrison increases the emphasis in this edition on the

interdisciplinary nature of marine science, stressing its links to biology, chemistry, geology, physics,

meteorology, astronomy, ecology, history, and economics. To further enrich the student experience,

this edition is now fully integrated, on a concept level and with book-specific interactivities, with a

FREE brand-new, student tutorial system called OceanographyNow. OceanographyNow is

Web-based, assessment-driven, and completely flexible, offering a personalized learning plan

based on each student's quiz results to help students focus on the concepts they don't yet

understand. Enhanced illustrations, seamless integration of online resources, and a rich suite of

student resources (with an optional regional emphasis) complete the Garrison learning experience.

"This text is a must for any student searching for a detailed, yet easy to understand introduction to

science." - Tanya Johnson, President of Associated Students at Skyline College, on Garrison's

OCEANOGRAPHY.
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It seems that someone tried to light my book on fire and gave up after giving a charred edge to most

of the pages. I am surprised they would even sell this book

The book came in pretty quickly after I ordered it and it is much cheaper than the regular price, and

it is practically brand new!

Other than the highlighting throughout the book, which was not listed in the condition, it was what I

needed.

Excellent price for rental. Arrived really fast. I would be more excited about it but it is a text book for

school!! :)

It was perfect for the Boy Scouts'Oceanography Merit Badge required reading.

Fast shipping and very good quality, almost like new! Totally recommend

The material and the lab exercises aren't the most user friendly.

Textbook is in great shape. Using for homeschooling.
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